ÖGDV-FORSCHUNGSTAGE (SCIENCE DAYS)

CALL FOR ABSTRACTS

JANUARY 10 - 12TH 2019, SCHLADMING - HOTEL LANDAUERHOF.

The Austrian Society of Dermatology and Venereology (ÖGDV) proposes to all researchers (including MDs and PhDs) in Dermatology and related fields who are working in Austrian Institutions to meet in January 2019 at a central location, easily reachable for everyone. The second ÖGDV Science Days will take place in Schladming from January 10th - 12th, 2019.

We believe that it is important to bring together young scientists, experienced PIs and outstanding and inspiring guest speakers. The small size of the meeting will allow such interactions, including those with guest speakers. It will be a great opportunity to discuss results, experimental troubleshooting, further development of a topic that will definitively help young and motivated scientists to implement and develop their research.

The mission of the ÖGDV-Forschungstage (Science Days)

- To encourage young Austrian investigators in pursuit of careers in academic and investigational dermatology
- To strengthen the exchange between Austrian dermatology research groups, their collaborations with each other and with industry
- To allow the exchange and acquisition of new knowledge and provide a ground for new concepts
- To provide understanding and access to cutting edge technologies, including those used in other disciplines

Practicalities

Because the ultimate goal of the ÖGDV Sciences Days is to promote and stimulate dermatology research in Austria, housing (for 1 night) expenses of all active attenders presenting an abstract will be covered by the ÖGDV. Moreover, there are no registration fees. We ask the home departments to cover the rest of the traveling / housing costs.

Call for Abstracts

Abstracts can be submitted to sciencedays@i-med.ac.at until October 31st, 2018. We will select abstracts according the quality of their original data and all selected abstracts will be presented as shorttalks or during posterwalks.
Abstracts are **neither published online, nor in a scientific journal**, however, with the submission of your abstract you agree to its publication in **printed abstract booklet**, exclusively handed out to the participants on site.

**Award**

Because the primary goal of the ÖGDV Sciences Days is to encourage young scientists to pursue their research ideas, we are again trying to set up an award for one presenting PhD or MD to cover expenses linked to a stay in a laboratory of her/his choice in an European city.

ÖGDV 2019 Science Day Organizing Committee